
 WRU Disciplinary Panel 

Red Card Process



Club dissatisfied with the 
outcome

A Disciplinary Panel shall undertake an assessment of the seriousness of the Player’s conduct, 
which constitutes the offending and categorise the offence as being at the lower end (LE),  

mid range (MR) or top end (TE) of the scale of seriousness in order to identify the appropriate  
entry point (WRU Regulation 7.16).  The Panel will then consider aggravating factors  

(WRU Regulation 7.17) and mitigating factors (WRU Regulation 7.18)

 A judgment form/decision outlining the outcome of the hearing /the Panel’s decision will be issued 
to Clubs, which will also include details of the right of appeal.  

Club accepts the outcome. 

Case referred to WRU 3 
man Appeal Panel chaired 

by barrister/solicitor 

*Accept the referee’s report *Submit written 
observations/video evidence

The WRU Disciplinary Department will issue a charge letter outlining the breach of Law plus 
referee’s report (or other evidence relied upon) to club secretary. The club will be provided with 7 

days to respond via the following

* All correspondence relating to each individual discipline case/matter will be disclosed to all 
parties involved in that case.

** Recommended table of sanctions as per World Rugby Regulation 17

Request to appear 
before a panel 

(personal hearing)

The WRU Disciplinary Department receives a red card report from a Match Official

A Disciplinary Panel will 
deal with the case based on 

referee’s report. 

*Panel will apply 
recommended sanctions.

A Disciplinary Panel 
will deal with the case 

based on referee’s report 
and club/player’s written 

observations/video 
evidence. 

**Panel will apply 
recommended sanctions

The player will appear 
before a Disciplinary Panel 

to make representations 
(where available, view DVD 
evidence). Panel will then 

come to a conclusion.

  **Panel will apply 
recommended sanctions

WRU Disciplinary Panel Process Flowchart 



ASSESSMENT OF THE SERIOUSNESS OF THE PLAYER’S CONDUCT 
(WRU DISCIPLINARY REGULATION 7.16)

Whether the offending was intentional or deliberate 

Whether the offending was reckless, that is the player knew (or should have known) 
there was  a risk of committing an act of Foul Play

The gravity of the Player’s actions in relation to the offending

The nature of the actions, the manner in which the offence was committed including 
part of body used (for example, fist, elbow, knee or boot)

The existence of provocation

Whether the Player acted in retaliation and the timing of such

Whether the Player acted in self-defence (that is whether he used a reasonable degree 
of force in defending himself)

The effect of the Player’s actions on the victim (for example, extent of injury, removal 
of victim Player from the game)

The effect of the Player’s actions on the match

The vulnerability of the victim Player including part of the victim’s body involved/
affected, position of the victim Player, ability to defend himself

The level of participation in the offending and level of premeditation

Whether the conduct of the offending Player was completed or amounted to an 
attempt

Any other feature of the Player’s conduct in relation to or connected with the 
offending

Any aggravating factors identified (WRU Disciplinary Regulations 7.17) 

Any/all mitigating factors and determine if there are any grounds for reducing the 
period of suspension, in accordance with WRU Disciplinary Regulation 7.18. 
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